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At Universal Dance Creations, creating dazzling
shows and giving the very best performances isn't

just a job - to us it's a way of life.

Our dedication, professionalism and
commitment, are plain to see in every
aspect of our work: whether it's a
Street Dancer booking for a one-off
TV appearance, or a full production

show with original choreography, costume design,
music composition, lighting and orchestration.

And because we set the highest standards, you can
rest assured that not only are you getting the best
talent available nationally, but also the
cream of the international circuit -
recruited from the West End, Paris,
Moscow and Las Vegas.

UDC was founded in 2004 by Sarah
Spearing, an international performer and
award-winning choreographer.

Her aim was simple: to create something
new, fresh, innovative and exciting.

Using her extensive experience and
expertise, she created a dance company
that could provide the highest possible
standards of dance, to the widest
audience - without compromising quality.

Today, these ambitious aims have been
recognized by a clutch of awards and a
growing list of satisfied corporate clients. 

So whether it's exhilarating shows for
cruise lines, casinos, theatres, hotel
groups or corporate events - you really
need look no further than UDC.
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Universal Dance Creations.
Your first choice for creativity, quality,
versatility and all that jazz…
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In the dance profession, they say you are
only as good as your last performance.

That's why we have scoured the world
to find the best performers in their field:
dancers from Russia and China,
choreographers from Las Vegas and the
Moulin Rouge, costume designers,
singers and musicians who have
worked on major international shows.

We also maintain the same standards
for speciality acts such as stilt walkers,
fire-eaters, jugglers, greeters, aerial
silks and break dancers.

It's all about attention to detail and
having the right team behind you.

Through combining the finest talent
with our experienced management
skills, we can deliver outstanding
shows and performances for
events of all shapes and sizes.

UDC is dedicated to being the best dance
company available. And it's only by raising the
bar, that we are able to set ourselves apart.

As our reputation has spread, it has attracted like-
minded performers who aren't prepared to put up
with second best.

Such is the demand, that we review all our dancers
every six months to ensure
their skills are up to the
mark.

Our team is closely knit and
we have a rigorous training
schedule which incorporates
dance technique, capoeira,
yoga, martial arts and
meditation.

It's only by working closely together as a team, that we
can create a truly cohesive bond that is reflected in the
final performance.
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It all comes down to
the talent.
So we decided to
raise the bar.
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The breadth of talent and depth of experience
that's encompassed at UDC, enables us to offer

a vast repertoire of shows from the West
End and Broadway.

We can help and advise on suitable
themes for any event: from the high-energy
hits of Fame, to the glamorous showgirls
and elaborate routines of 42nd Street. 

Or a variety package can be put together,
incorporating everyone's favourite hits.

We also have an expanding list of
packaged shows, which can be adapted
to suit your individual requirements with
the minimum amount of notice. So far
these include: Anything Goes, Rock
Angels, Moulin Rouge, Jazz Kick and
Kung Fu Warriors.

But whatever the budget
or show you choose, you
can be sure of a breath-
taking event delivered with
passion and style.

If you’re looking for a range
of spectacular shows – 
anything goes.
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We also have
the highest
calibre of
singers, actors,
script writers,
stage combat
specialists,

circus artists, composers, costume
designers, comperes, pyrotechnicians,
musicians, light and sound production.

And every project is carefully managed
and thoroughly planned, so we always
deliver on time and on budget.

For something totally unique - a show
that has been specifically created to
emphasize a corporate concept,
bring a soundtrack to life or suit a

specific audience - Universal Dance
Creations has the answer.

We have the talent to make your dreams
a reality. Amongst our cast, we have:

• Showgirls from the cast of the Moulin
Rouge in Paris

• An LA choreographer who's worked
extensively for the Holland America Line

• Classical dancers who have performed
in Mathew Bourne's Swan Lake 

• Street Dance artists who regularly
appear with famous pop acts

Tailor made productions
to suit your event.
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Flamenco, Break Dance, Musical
Theatre, Showgirls, American Tap,
Jazz, Swing, Ballet, Bollywood,
Contemporary, Irish Dance, Jazz
Lyrical, Cabaret, Tango, Modern
Jazz, Street Dance, Hip Hop,

Martial Arts Dance, Latin Dance,
African Dance, Pas De Deux,
Highland Dance, Charleston,
Brazilian Dance, Samba, Soft Shoe
Shuffle, Acro Dance.
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Hits from the Musicals

“I have lost count of how many
people have said great things about
your dancers. It was spectacular to
have that kind of entertainment at
my venue, you made my event.”

Gary Rowntree, Event Organiser,
Tsunami Appeal

Moulin Rouge Show

“That was unbelievable; absolutely
fantastic and completely magical!”

Event Organizer, York Races

Kung Fu Warrior Package Show

“I thought I'd seen it all … until I
saw this show. The standing
ovation from the audience said it all.
Everyone wants to see it again, so
we will definitely be booking you for
our next event.”

Geraldine Gossard, Event Booker

Jazz Kick Package Show

“We usually book a band for our
Jazz Night – but your dance show
made it an unforgettable evening. 

Your professionalism right from the
initial enquiry, to the night itself,
made it all so easy for us to get on
with the planning. You certainly live
up to your reputation.”

Live Entertainment Inc.

Besides creating dramatic shows for
corporate events, we also nurture the next
generation of talent in the educational
sector and work with Community Projects
in disadvantaged areas.

Our teachers cover all aspects of dance,
from classical and musical theatre, to
break dance and contemporary.

Bringing the arts to life in Universities,
Schools and Community Centres is a long
term commitment by UDC.

We hold classes for young students, with
audition workshops, presentation advice
and CV guidance to help land
their first job in the profession.

UDC also works closely with
Local Authorities on Community
Projects: helping get the kids off
the streets and learning positive
skills - where our Break Dancing classes
have proved to be highly popular.

UDC.
Making the grade
in the education sector.

Clients always have
the final word …
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For bookings or enquiries, contact Sarah Spearing:
Universal Dance Creations

21 Laburnum Place, Bradford, West Yorkshire
BD10 0NA, United Kingdom

Phone: 0044 (0) 7961 579482
s.spearing@universaldancecreations.com

www.universaldancecreations.com
Showreel available on request

2005 WINNER: Brides Magazine
Top 10 UK Stag & Hen Nights

2005 WINNER:
Merit To The Dance Profession

UDC contact details:
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